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I. INTRODUCTION 
For a linear hyperbolic system of partial differential equations, it can hap- 
pen that two propagation speeds coalesce at a surface S in space-time. A 
corresponding pair of characteristic surfaces will be tangent at S, and their 
propagation modes may be coupled. In the present work, highly oscillatory 
solutions are considered near such a surface S, and the leading terms of the 
solution are described. The analysis includes an asymptotic estimate of a 
double integral, which is of independent interest. An application is given to 
the Lundquist equations of magnetohydrodynamics, in a case where the 
Alfviln and sound speeds coalesce. 
We consider the equation 
where z’ is a vector with m components, A0 and Au (p = I,... n) are m x m 
matrices which depend smoothly on X, and A0 is non-singular. The matrix B 
depends smoothly on t and X. The characteristic equation for (1.1) is 
det (S”h + t .tIup,) = 0. 
!J=I 
(1.2) 
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It is assumed that the roots hj(x, p) of (1.2) (j = I,..., m) are all real for real 
p f 0, and that the associated null eigenvectors of the matrix in (1.2) form a 
complete set. It is further assumed that the roots are distinct, except that 
A’(& p) = xyx, p) for .lcl = 0, (1.3) 
identically in the remaining variables, and that 
h;l(x, p)(A$(& p)- xgx, p)) # 0 for x1 = 0. (1.4) 
The latter two conditions imply that the propagation velocities cross at the 
surface S : x1 = 0, but the rays associated with X1 (and h2) are not tangent to S. 
Initial data for (1.1) are prescribed in the form of an asymptotic series 
Cc 44 zJ(0, x) = eiPd@-) z. m , (1.5) 
where 4 and c1 are smooth functions. For simplicity, we also assume that 
cl(x) vanish near S. The main result of the present work is that for ~1 f 0 
the solution has the form 
a(t, x) = f exp(ik@(t, x)) c,‘(t, X) 
j=l 
+ R12 exp(i&12(t, x)) d12(t, X) 
+ R,, exp(&+P(t, x)) P(t, X) + 0 (?I . 
(1.6) 
This result holds formally under the conditions stated above, and it is proven 
to hold in L, sense when AZ (I = 0, l,..., n) are symmetric. The terms after 
the summation sign in (1.6) are given by geometrical optics: @(t, X) are solu- 
tions of the characteristic equation with initial data given by 4(x), and c,,j 
are the associated transport coefficients (see below). The functions @a are 
obtained by drawing the ray corresponding to ha from (t, X) back to the sur- 
face S, and from there drawing the ray corresponding to ha back to the initial 
surface. The coefficients R,, are diffraction coefficients which arise from 
splitting of rays at S, and &a(t, X) are transport coefficients. A more compli- 
cated form of the solution is valid near S, or if the initial data do not vanish 
near S. 
In Section 2, the solution of (1.1) and (1 S) is constructed in the form of an 
asymptotic series, motivated by the work of Ludwig and Granoff [7]. The 
present case is more complicated, since the higher terms in the expansion 
involve multiple integrals of successively higher order. In Section 3, the 
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critical points of the single and double integrals are discussed. This informa- 
tion is used to estimate the double integrals in Section 4. In Section 5, the 
leading terms in the expansion are simplified to obtain (1.6). Finally, the 
application to RIHD is given in Section 6. The authors are indebted to 
H. Kranzer for suggesting this application. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION 
The usual geometrical optics solution is presented first, in order to define 
the notation and indicate the nature of the difficulty where x1 = 0. Then 
Duhamel’s principle or the method of Ludwig and Granoff [7] suggests a 
modification of the form of the solution, which involves multiple integrals. 
The coefficients in the more complicated expansion are determined by a 
recursive procedure, similar to that for geometrical optics. 
We first attempt to find a solution of (I. 1) in the same form as the initial 
data: 
v(t, x) = f 
j=l [ 
exp(ik@(t, x)) [Es ‘$!$] (2.1) 
After inserting (2.1) into (1.1) and grouping terms for each j according to 
powers of k, we obtain 
&oj = 0, (2.2) 
d4jCi+l + B(C,j) = 0, (1 = 0, l,...). (2.3) 
Here we have introduced the notation 
Equation (2.2) implies (1.2), OI 
Ctj = A+, Of), (2.5) 
and also implies that Aj has left and right null vectors U(x, V@) and 
Rj(x, V@): 
LjA, = 0, A,Rj = 0. (2.6) 
After multiplication by Lj, (2.3) becomes, for 1 = 0, 
L’sqcJ) = 0. (2.7) 
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This is a scalar equation for the magnitude of c,,j, since csj must be a multiple 
of Iii. Initial values for $j and csi are obtained from (1.5). Then (2.5) and 
(2.7) may be solved by integration along the associated ray system: 
dd iw(x, p) dt 
ds=-----, aPi 
-& = 1. P-8) 
(2.9) 
Further details are given in Courant [2, Chap. VI]. The next coefficients 
cri are determined modulo Rj by solving (2.3). The compatibility condition 
for the system is (2.7). 
The following difficulty arises at x1 = 0, where h1 = P: the rank of A, 
is m - 1 for xl # 0, but it drops to m - 2 at x1 = 0. Therefore, there is an 
additional compatibility condition to be satisfied at x1 = 0, namely 
L29(col) = 0. (2.10) 
In general, this is not consistent with (2.7) withj = 1, and csi becomes infinite 
at x1 = 0. A similar difficulty appears in Ludwig and Granoff [7]. The solu- 
tion given there suggests the following form of v: 
v(t, x) = f f exp(ik9j) & 
Z=Oj=l 
Here F6(t, X; T) and qWa(t, X; 0, T) satisfy 
c#“tB = qx, vp>, 
da’@, X; 7) = +(T, X), 
&‘“(t, X; U, T) = h”(X, vfsu) 
eBa(U, X; U, T) = b”+, X; T). 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
409/3f+- I 2 
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After substituting (2.1 l)-(2.15) into (1.1) and collecting terms with the 
same power of k, and the same exponential factor, we obtain the conditions 
A(p) c;+l + Lqc,“) + cy+, x; f) = 0, (2.16) 
A(p) c;f, + Lqc;“) + c-y”(t, s; t, T) = 0, (2.17) 
for 1 = - I, 0, l,..., ol=1,2,andp=3-CC. 
The final terms in (2.16) and (2.17) enable us to impose an additional 
compatibility contition LZ’(cOh), etc.: we require that 
L”(x, -To”) [Y(Co”(f, x)) + $(t, s; t)] = 0, (2.18) 
P(x, Vcy) [Lqco’yt, x)) + cZ6(t, x; t)] = 0, (2.19) 
P(x, Fp) [LqC;5(t, x; T)) + c”oyt, .v; t, T)] = 0, (2.20) 
qs, Lp) [Lqc”Ud(t, s; T)) + c;yt, x; t, T)] = 0. (2.21) 
If these equations are satisfied, then c,~, c;a, etc., will be regular where 
x1 = 0. We note from (2.17) with 1 == - 1 that c$ must be proportional to 
@(t, s; T) = yf(t, s; 7) R5(x, Tcp). 
It follows from differentiation of (2.13) that 
Tcp”(t, s; t) = Fp(t, s), 
and therefore 
R”(x, Lp) = Rfi(s, Tcp), I!(,, Tfp) = I/(x, Crp). 
Since ha f As for x1 f 0, it follows from (2.6) that 
Lyx, T@) Rfyx, Vcp) = 0. 
Hence (2.18)-(2.21) reduce to 
J5q.q yb) Lqc,qt, x)) = 0, 
P(.Y, L#q [qc,“(t, A-)) + y;yt, .Ic; t) R6(X, Ly)] = 0, 
I!(,, vp> 9(C;5(t, x; T)) = 0, 
LQ(x, Ep) [qc;“(t, x; T)) + #“(t, x; t, T) R”(x, cp)] = 0. 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
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We note that (2.26) is identical with (2.7) while (2.27) is an initial condition 
for $a(~, X; r). Similarly, (2.28) is the usual transport equation for 
y$(t, X; T), and (2.29) . 1s an initial condition for ~$~(a, x; u, T). Higher terms 
in the expansion can be obtained in a similar fashion. 
3. CRITICAL POINTS OF THE INTEGRALS 
The asymptotic behavior of o(t, X) is determined by the critical points of 
the integrals which appear in (2.11). H ere we shall give some properties of 
these critical points in preparation for the estimate of Section 4 and the 
interpretation in Section 5. 
The single integrals in (2.13) have critical points at the endpoints T = 0 
and r = t, and also at any intermediate points ~~*(t, x), given by 
cgyt, a-; TB*(t, x)) = 0. (3-l) 
If To* is not at an endpoint, then an integration by parts shows that the 
contribution from the endpoint is 0(1/k). Moreover, it follows from (2.12), 
(2.13) and (2.5) that 
pyt, x; 0) = qyt, x), (3.2) 
pyt, x; t) = @(t, x). (3.3) 
Therefore these endpoint contributions have the same form as the first part 
of (2.11) if TV* is not at an endpoint. 
Turning now to the stationary points, we first show that C@ and TV* are 
constant along rays. After differentiation with respect to 7, (2.12) becomes 
(3.4) 
In view of (2.8), this is the same as d#z@/ds = 0. Therefore, $$ can be evalua- 
ted by tracing the ray through (t, x) back to the surface t = 7, and ~~*(t, X) 
is constant along rays. By differentiation of (2.13), we obtain 
Substitution from (2.5), (2.12), and (2.23) into (3.4) results in 
@(T, X; T) = h”(X, vf(T, X)) - h’(X, vf(T, X)). (3.6) 
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According to our assumption (1.3), the right side of (3.6) vanishes at the 
surface S where x1 = 0, and thus 
$p(T, x; T) = 0 ifxisons. (3.7) 
We conclude that @(t, x; T) = 0 if the ray through (t, x) leaves S at time 
t = T, and thus T6*(t, x) is the time (if any) at which the ray through (t, x) 
has left S. If r6*(t, x) = 0, (3.2) shows that the ray for $6 originates on S. By 
assumption, the initial data vanish near S, and hence there is no contribution 
from that endpoint. If r6*(t, x) = t, then x is on S, and the expansion (2.11) 
does not simplify. 
For later reference, we shall show that @‘(7, s; T) # 0 on S. After dif- 
ferentiation, (3.7) becomes 
Similarly, we obtain 
for x on S, 1 2 2. (3.9) 
After differentiation, (1.3) also yields 
gj(x*> P) = g&G P) forxons, j = l,..., n. (3.10) 
When (3.6) is differentiated with respect to x1 and (3.10) is applied, the result 
is 
+::I(? x ; T) = hpx, Vcp) - X$(x, Vf). (3.11) 
Now we differentiate (2.12) with respect to 7 to obtain 
&f(t, x; T) = i hS,,(x, vlpq a2PYtv x;T, . 
i=l asaT 
(3.12) 
If t = r and x is on S, we may apply (3.9), (3.11), and (2.23). Therefore 
l$$(T, x; T) = g&c, VT) (Qx, VP) - $$(x, Vf)). (3.13) 
By our hypothesis (1.4), the right side of (3.13) does not vanish. We conclude 
from (3.7) that &$‘(7, x; T) does not vanish for x on S. A geometrical argument 
(which we omit) shows that #$ does not vanish in any region containing S for 
which the associated rays have no caustics. 
Now we consider the critical points of the double integrals in (2.11). 
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These might be either interior or boundary points of the domain of integra- 
tion. An interior stationary point is a point where both $y = 0 and $9 = 0. 
In analogy with the preceding discussion, it follows from differentiation of 
(2.14) that #zBa nd 4,““” are constant along rays. The ray for @oa consists of 
three parts (see Fig. 1). The ray begins at t = 0, .v = x,, , and it is determined 
by (2.8) and (2.9) withj = LY and p = V@. The second part begins at t = 7, 
x = x, . It is determined by (2.8) and (2.9) with j = /3 and p = V@a. The 
third part begins at t = a, x = xp with j = 01 and p = ‘?@Ba. 
X0 4 xz x 3 
FIGURE 1 
The analogy with the preceding discussion of qPS shows that c$? = 0 if 
x, is on S, i.e., 
rgyt, x; T,*(t, x), T) = 0. (3.14) 
Similarly, @“(t, x; a, T) = 0 if x1 lies on S. Assuming that rays do not 
strike S more than once, we conclude that an interior stationary point is 
possible only if x, = xa and u = 7. But the line a = 7 is part of the boundary 
of the region of integration in (2.11). 
The simplest boundary critical points are points where the tangential 
derivative of C$ vanishes. On the line T = 0, such a point appears at 
u = ra*(t, x). It can be shown that such points make a contribution of order 
K&* (see Bleistein and Handelsman [I, p. 4471). Similarly, we may neglect 
the contribution from the point u = t, 7 = T8*(t, x). The line u = T consists 
entirely of critical points, since from (2.12)-(2.15), 
pyt, x; u, u) = 9”(t, x). (3.15) 
The contribution from this segment is studied in the following section. 
The corners are also critical points, but their contribution is O(K-*) unless 
they are also stationary points. It is easily seen that a corner is a stationary 
point only if the ray starts or ends on S. We have assumed zero initial ampli- 
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tude for rays which start on S, so that this possibility does not occur in the 
present case. On the other hand, if x is near S, such contributions are impor- 
tant, and the present analysis does not apply. 
For later reference, we show that the Hessian matrix of @Ba does not 
vanish at the stationary point. It follows from differentiation of (3.15) that 
&$ + 2+:? + c$:? = 0 if (3 = 7. (3.16) 
Hence, the Hessian d is given by 
The preceding discussion (see (3.14)) h s ows that at the stationary point, u-e 
must have 
&y”(t, x, T,x*(t, x), T,*(t, x)) = 0. (3.18) 
After differentiation with respect to t, we have 
(3.19) 
at the stationary point. By our previous argument (see (3.13)), 4:: # 0 near 
S, and hence A + 0 as well. 
4. ESTIMATION OF THE DOUBLE INTEGRAL 
In this section, the asymptotic behavior of the integral 
I = 11, ~(a, T) eikb(O,T) da d7, 
is studied for large k. Here D is a bounded domain whose boundary consists 
of three curves yc with the representations fi(a, T) = 0 (i = 1, 2, 3). It is 
assumed that 4 is constant along the curve fr(a, T) = 0, V+ vanishes at only 
one point (uO, T,,) on this curve, and there are no other points in D at which 
04 vanishes. It is further assumed that the Hessian A of q5 is different from 
zero at (u,, , 7s). Without loss of generality, we can choose 4 = 0 on yi . 
The main result of this section is that 
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if u0 , ~a is not near a corner of D, and that Z = O(log k/k) uniformly. In (4.2), 
P j denotes the Cauchy principal value of the integral. If @/zin did not 
vanish on yr , then the integral in (4.2) would be the usual result. The rule, 
in case q& does vanish, is to take the principal value of the integral and 
subtract one-half of the contribution from the pole. This is similar to the 
integral of the generalized function (X + ;O))l (see Gelfand and Shilov [3, 
PP. 34, 601). 
Let D* be a neighborhood of q, , 7,, _ Further conditions on D* are given 
below. Then the integral Z can be expressed as Z = Z, + 1; , where 
ceikd da dr, (4.3) 
D-D* 
I*= -* JJ ceihd do dr. D* 
Since 04 does not vanish in D - D”, we choose a constant vector A such 
that A . ‘$5 does not vanish in D - D* (for example, let one component of A 
be real and the other be complex). Then Zi can be expressed as 
z1 = J& fj,_,* & c - (Aeikb) du dT. (4.5) 
An application of Gauss’ theorem yields 
(4.6) 
It is clear from (4.6) that Z, = 0(1/k). S’ mce the double integral in (4.6) has 
the same form as Zi , it must also have order I/k. Therefore, the second term in 
(4.6) has order l/K*. The portion of the line integral along yz and y3 can be 
shown to have order WI2 by the method of stationary phase. Therefore 
ds + O(P/“), (4.7) 
where q1 denotes the portion of yi contained in a(D - D*). Since + is constant 
along j+, A.C+==(n.,4)+,, and the integrand of (4.7) can be written 
as ch . 
Now we turn to estimation of Z, . First we assume that the critical point 
cull ? T,,) is not near a corner of D. New regular coordinates r and s are intro- 
duced such that 4 = rs. The Jacobian of the transformation at (q, , TJ is the 
Hessian of 4 at that point. Further details are given in Bleistein and 
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Handelsman [1, pp. 438-440]. Let r be the coordinate which vanishes on y1 . 
We choose D* to be the domain which is mapped into the rectangle 
0 < Y < b, - a < s < a, where a and b are so small that the Jacobian is 
bounded away from zero in D *. With this change of variables, (4.4) becomes 
where 
.b (I 
I, = JI eikrsg(r, s) ds dr, II -a 
g(r, 4 = 4% 7) [Au, w. 
(4-g) 
We now write Ia = 1s + I4 + I, , where 
I3 = j: jyo eiirs(g(r, s) - g(0, s)) ds dr, (4.9) 
I4= b-a 
u 
D --(1 eikrs(g(O, s) - g(0, 0)) ds dr, (4.10) 
15z ba ss &rsg(O, 0) ds dr. (4.11) 0 -a 
After performing the r integration, 1s becomes 
ei!&s do, ‘1 - ido, ‘) ds-$j- *’ do, ‘> - do, ‘) ds. (4 12) 
S a S 
The first integral in (4.12) h as order l/k (after integration by parts). Because 
of the symmetry in the interval of integration, the second integral is a princi- 
pal value integral. Thus (4.12) becomes 
14=+s” ‘qds+O(+). 
-n 
(4.13) 
In (4.11), integration with respect to s and manipulation of the integration 
limits yields 
I.+(O,O)[+-j;+dr]. 
The integral in (4.14) has order l/k, and thus 
Integration by parts in (4.9) yields 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
l3 = $ j" eikrs gCry ') T do9 '1 i::ya dr 
0 
1 b 8 
-- 
ik J-s 
eikrs k%(‘, ‘1 - do, ‘1 ds & 
, 
0 --8 I 
(4.16) 
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and thusla = 0(1/K). It follows from (4.15), (4.15), and (4.16) that& = 0(1/k). 
The double integral in (4.16) has the same form as 1s and therefore has order 
l/K. The single integrals have order l/K, and thus 1a = 0( l/F). This estimate, 
together with (4.13) and (4.15), implies (4.2). 
In case (q, , T,,) is near a corner of D, we make the same change of variables 
as before. Then I, has the form 
.b .h(r) 
I, = JJ eikrsg(r, s) ds dr. 0 a 
An integration by parts yields 
iIzZ, = 
s 
1 ei”‘h’; - ’ g(y, h) dy _ j; eikray- ’ g(y, u) dy 
+ s”,j”,“’ eisrsy- ’ g&, s) ds dr. 
(4.17) 
(4.18) 
This immediately yields the estimate 
1 AI2 1 < %?x 1 g ) 1: 11 eikrh’; - ’ / + i eikTay- ’ 11 dr 
+ ~$x / gs ( j;j: 1 eikrsy- ’ / ds dr, 
(4.19) 
where 
If the interval of integration is broken into [0, b/k] + [b/k, b], then it 
follows that 
b eik:7h(r) 
Sl -1 0 Y I dr < 2b oxnTyb ( h(r)/ + 2 log k. (4.20) . . 
All of the integrals with respect to Y in (4.19) have the same form as (4.20). 
Thus we obtain 
I 13 I < I+ I a1 + a3 log k I , (4.21) 
where a, and a, are independent of K. Hence I has order k-l log K when 
(0 o , 70) is near a corner. This result is also valid when the critical point (which 
lies on the continuation of 3/i) is not in D. If (a0 , TV) is not in D and not near a 
corner of D, then the previous argument shows that 
I = A s .,,&$ ds + o(~-~/~). 
(4.22) 
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These results can be applied to the approximate solution (2.11) as follows: 
we denote the exact solution of (1.1) and (1.5) truncated after 1 term by 
z>,,(t, x). The construction of Section 2 shows that 
Now applying our estimate to (4.23) we obtain 
qv - 21”) = 0 pg) . (4.24) 
For a symmetric system, the energy inequality (see Courant [2, Chap. VI]) 
yields 
v(t, x) = f c&t, x) exp(ik@(t, .v)) 
j=l 
+ g1 I:, 
c”,‘(f, x; T) exp(ikq’(t, X; T)) d7 + 0 ($$) , 
i3=3-1, 
(4.25) 
where the order symbol must be taken in the L, sense. 
5. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS 
In this section we shall simplify and interpret the integrals in (4.25). The 
discussion of Section 3 shows that if the integral has a stationary point, it 
occurs at ~~*(t, x), the point where the ray through (t, X) meets S. Moreover, 
+$t, X; ~a*) f 0 if (t, x) is not too far from S. Hence, the method of station- 
ary phase is applicable, and we obtain 
e)(t, x) = f f$(t, A-) exp(ik@(t, x)) 
j=l 
(5.1) 
+ i R&s ~ 
cf(t, x; Q*) 
~ exp(ik#Pa(t, s; TV*)). 
a=1 I qy(t, .r, T@*>I”” 
0=3-A 
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Here Ras plays the role of a diffraction coefficient; it is given by 
R,, = /27rk-' exp [ i T sgn(&(t, s; Q*))] y2. (5.2) 
The phase @s(t , x; TV*) corresponds to a ray (2.8), (2.9) with j = 01 which, 
upon meeting S, is converted into a ray with j = ,6. Indeed, it follows from 
(2.12) and (3.1) that 
$w4 x; q3*(4 x)) = P(t, x; Ep(t, x; Q*(t, x))). (5.3) 
In order to complete the geometrical interpretation of (4.25), we should 
verify that the coefficient c$ I$$ I-1!n satisfies the transport equation which 
corresponds to (5.3). This is not the same as (2.28), since 7 does not depend 
upon (t, X) in (2.28). We omit this verification, since it is given in slightly 
different notation in Ludwig [6, pp. 246-2471. The initial condition for 
ci6 1 &Tf /--112 is given by (2.27). 
Finally, in Fig. 2, we sketch the regions in which the various terms are 
present. In order to distinguish them, rays for j = 1 are drawn concave 
downwards, while rays for j = 2 are drawn concave upwards. Regions I, II, 
and III are distinguished by drawing rays emanating from S at t = 0. In 
region 1, neither ray through PI meets S, and therefore a solution of the form 
(2.1) is valid. In region II, a point PI, is reached by direct rays originating at Iz 
and B, and also by a ray (j = 2) which gives rise to a ray (j = 1) at S. In 
region III, points are reached by four different rays, in obvious analogy. As 
was remarked previously, the expression (5.1) is not valid at the boundaries 
between I and II and between II and III unless the initial data vanish near S. 
t 
s T 
FIGURE 2 
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6. AN APPLICATION TO MHD 
We consider the Lundquist equations (see Jeffrey and Taniuti [5]), 
assuming isentropic flow, and linearizing about a basic flow with constant 
magnetic field in the direction z’r . We assume further that the density pa 
and the gravitational field depend only upon x1. Such conditions may be 
present in the sun, and the present analysis might explain some chromo- 
spheric heating in the presence of a magnetic field (See Howe [4].) The 
linearized equations are then 
H, - -7 x (u x il) H, = 0, 
P$ + P,C . ZJ- + Ul/&l = 0, 
pout + Ca2p - p(T x H) x ilHo = pgi, , T.H=O, 
where 
(6.1) 
is the sound speed. We can put this system in symmetric form by introducing 
the change of variables 
H= h&M, 
Ho = t/i&- Mc, , (6.2) 
P = (P~/cL) d. 
This yields when written in matrix form 
A:, = A:, = Ai, = $ B,, = a, 
B,, = a,~ , 
.4Fi = A,ki , 12 = 1, 2, 3, 
Afi = Bij = 0 elsewhere. 
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For propagation in the x1 direction the characteristic determinant is 
This equation yields seven characteristic functions @’ which satisfy 
4; + (- I){+1 u(x’) +:I = 0, i= 1,4, 
($+,) + (- l)ifi M&xl) ~~:+Jz* = 0, i = 2, 5, 
t 
cpt7 = 0. 
The components of the right null vector ri of a (14: + ,41&) are 
r,i = (- l)i+l r,i = ,Fl = (- l)i ,Fl = ,:,2 = (- l)i ,p = r17 = (h)lh, 
elsewhere. 
i= 1,4, rij = 0 
By symmetry the components of the left null vectors Ii are Zji = rji. We 
now suppose that there exists a point say 9 = 0 where the Alfven speed 
equals the sound speed. Moreover, we assume that M,,,1(0) # u&O), 
M(0) = a(0) # 0 and that +zi(O, t) # 0, for i = 1, 2. Then the propagation 
speeds cross at x1 = 0. We remark that if the density of the fluid decreases 
sufficiently rapidly with increasing altitude (xl), the sound speed a decreases, 
while the Alfven speed fi&, increases with increasing altitude. If at some 
altitude the sound speed is greater than the Alfven speed, then at some higher 
altitude these two speeds will be equal. 
The results of the previous section are not immediately applicable to 
system (5.2) because of the multiple characteristics. However, Ansatz (2.11) 
can be inserted into (5.2) and the resulting equation can be solved by a 
procedure similar to that in Section II. The major difference is that there 
exist two independent transport equations associated with propagation in the 
Alfvlin modes. We give results for propagation associated with coupling of 
modes 1, 2 and 3. The first order results are 
J7 - &leik~l + R12(p2r2 + #3r3) eikdl* + (a2r2 + aSr3) eikd2 
+ ~21~21rleiW + 0 (!!, , x,teD1nD2, 
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where Di denotes the cylindrical region bounded by the surface x1 = 0 and 
the rays of + emanating from x1 = t = 0, and 
P = 4”, x1 == 0,
s,i -t uw, + s’s = 0, si,j -k r;qpl + $6 = 0, 
Sij = f / di’ l-l’* aS;,j  2 = 0, 
&i = (g)“” exp (+ sgn dfj) , 
d’j = Vi(O) (U;,(O) - U;,(O))&(O, t), 
s1 = it (ea + Q), s* = s3 = + $elJ*, 
U1 = a, c’* = u3 = J,f 0’ 
We remark that coupling associated with modes 4, 5, and 6 can be found 
formally from the above result by replacing Ui, s1 by - Ui, - s1 respectively 
whenever they appear and then adding three to all the superscripts. 
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